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Abstract: According to the special theory of relativity by Einstein, it can be affirmed that two events coincide in space 
only when objects are shown (or system of objects); according to latter the position of these events is defining. In this 
way the term “position in space” is relative too. When we talk about the position of one object in space – it’s actually 
its position among other objects. However, if we have to give answer to the question “where is the current object?” 
without mentioning about the condition of adjacent objects, it follows that this question will be meaningless. In this 
article has been done a trial for taking of theoretical dependence, which defines the probability for no-failure of mobile 
space systems (spacecraft), moving with determinate speed towards an observer on the Earth. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In the literature sources [1-8] is defined the 

main law of reliability for technical systems (TS) 
which are at earth conditions and moving with low 
speed (in comparison with the speed of light). So, 
towards static observer on planet Earth it is 
possible the defining of the following equation, 
which is determining the probability for no-failure 

( )NFP t∆  of TS in interval of observation [ ]1 2,t t . 
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where ( )tω  is the intensity of the failures in the 
observed period of time [ ]1 2,t t . 

It follows that the valuation of the intensity of 
the failures )(ˆ tω  of TS for the period of time t∆  is 
defined by next formula [2, 11 and 14] 
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where ( )1 2,ir t t  is the number of the failures of the 
i  – th observed TS in the interval 2 1t t t∆ = − ; 

( )1 2,n n t t=  – number of the observed TS in t∆ ; 

( )1 2,i t tτ  – time for no-failure work of the i  – th 
observed TS in the interval t∆ . 

 
2. EXPOSITION 

If we proceed from the assumption for the 
special theory of relativity of Albert Einstein and 
suppose that the period of time t∆  for static 
observer who is on planet Earth, is defined by [9, 
10] then 
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where MSt∆  is period of time for mobile system 
(spacecraft) which is moving with speed MSV ; c – 
the speed of light in vacuum accepted from 
Einstein for constant with value 300000 km s . 

As these conditions it can be done mathematic 
analysis of the problem in the context of theory of 
relativity by the following way. 

In equation (3) we have 
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In (4) for the speed of the mobile system 

(spacecraft) towards planet Earth, is introduced the 
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concept – relativity index of reliability ( )MSR V  
which is defined by the equation: 

 
( )MS MSR V t t= ∆ ∆ .  (5) 

 
From (5) it follows that the period of time 

( )1 2,t t  of the mobile system in which is defined the 
intensity of the failures ( )MS tω  and the probability 
for no- failure ( )NFMSP t  is: 

 
( )2 1MS MSt t t R V t∆ = − = ∆ .      (6) 

 
From (6) with assumption for ordinary and lack 

of consequences of the failures of mobile system, 
for its intensity ( )MS tω  are the following 
equations: 

 
( ) ( )MS MSt t t tω ω =∆ ∆ ,  (7) 

 
( ) ( ) ( )MS MSt R V tω ω= .  (8) 

 
Therefore for the mobile system (spacecraft, 

moving with high speed) towards the planet Earth, 
the main reliability’s law ( )NFMSP t  (from observer 
on planet Earth point of view) will be: 
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The analysis of equation (9) shows that for 

mobile material system observed from planet Earth 
and moving with speed 5.10 3MSV c km s−≥ =  
[15] (the rockets from US anti-missile defense have 
approximate speed 6,6 km s ) the main law of 
reliability will be: 
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where MSV  is speed of mobile material system, 
moving towards planet Earth on which is 
evaluating the reliability. 

On its part the relativity index of reliability 
( )MSR V  is defined by (7) as: 
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where ( ) 1

1 1 0......n n
MS n MS n MS MSf V a V a V a V a−

−= + + + + . 

The function defines the modification of the 
speed of the mobile systems ( )MSf V  is a function 
which defines the modification of the speed of the 
spacecraft MSV  towards planet Earth and it is 
approximating in meaning of the least squares 
[12, 13]. 

As a condition that spacecraft is shipped around 
planet Earth (for example the space shuttle 
“Atlantis”) and is made the analysis of the intensity 
of the failures of the communication system at 
Earth conditions (immobile system) and at space 
conditions (mobile system) then (10) is in the form 
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In (12) 1 2( , )NFSECP t t  is the reliability (the 

probability for no-failure) of investigated 
communication system at Earth conditions (SEC). 

From (12) it follows that in the space conditions 
will raise the probability of the observed 
communication system (and by analogy for another 
technical systems). For examples can show known 
accidents with spacecrafts. They are coming 
exceptional after the start from the planet Earth and 
passing through the atmosphere. Then there exist 
and another factors of the reliability [14, 15]. 

 
3. EXAMPLE FOR THE RELIABILITY 

INVESTIGATION 
Let we observed 10 identical communication 

systems to the space shuttle “Atlantis” in 
continuation of 1000 hours continuous work (for 
the begin in Earth conditions and after this in a 
space conditions). The common results of the 
failures at Earth conditions are 3 and in space 
conditions is 1.  

From (1) and (11) it follows that for the 
intensity of the failures of the system at Earth 
conditions (SEC) and in space conditions (SSC) we 
have  
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where fit is the unit for the intensity of the failures 
equivalent to 1 failure for 1 hour. 

It follows the calculations about the probability 
of the system at earth conditions (SEC) with 
approximate formula for stationary, ordinary and 
without consecutive the failures [1, 14, 15]. 

 
( ) ( ) 3 3

1 2, 0,3.10 .10
1 2, 0,742SEC t t

NFSECP t t e eω τ −
Σ− −= = = . 

 
From (12) it follows that the probability for no-

failure of investigated communication system at 
space conditions (SSC) will be 

 

( ) ( ){ } ( ) 0,33
1 2 1 2, , 0,742 0,906MSR V

NFSSC NFSECP t t P t t= = = . 
 
After a check for the indefinite of calculations 

as used classical calculate (1) for the reliability of 
communication system of “Atlantis” in the space 
conditions we have  

 
( ) 3 3

1 2, 0,1.10 .10
,1 1 2( , ) 0,905SSC t t

NFSSCP t t e eω τ −
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Consequently the absolute indefinite of 

calculations for the reliability of communication 
system in the space conditions is 

 
1 2( , ) 0,906 0,905 0,001NFSSCP t t∆ = − = . 

 
The decision we had made are in condition that 

the speed of light in vacuum is a constant, i.e. the 
spacecraft is moving out of the earth atmosphere.  

 
4. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

From this reliability analysis in the context of 
the special and common theory of relativity we can 
make these conclusions:  

It is necessary the introduction of relativity 
index in the main law of reliability for system from 
planet Earth and moving forward to it with high 
speed material object. The relativity index of 
reliability can be connected only to changes in 
conditions in which are the observed object; these 
conditions are engendered in result of different by 
kind interactions with the objective reality. 
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